
Technical Guidance

One of the most common problems in bending is “bending bumps”. 
This time, we will explain examples of defects caused by “bending bumps” and countermeasures.

APPLIED

In the case of Bottoming … t × 0.15
In the case of Coining … t × 0.12

[TYPICAL BENDING BUMP EXAMPLES]

Bulge amount of bending bumps guideline

[Bending Interference 1]
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“Bending bump” is a phenomenon in which the end faces of the plate bulge when bending, and it protrudes 
like a bump. The size of the “bending bump” varies depending on the plate thickness. If you proceed to the 
next process with the “bending bump”, it may cause troubles. It is necessary to be careful in processing work, 
not as a measure with a tool.

When box bending is performed with the “bending bumps” remaining, the bumps interfere with each other 
to open a gap, greatly affecting the bending angle and accuracy. Furthermore, the welding work in the post 
process becomes difficult, which leads to defective processing. As a method for suppressing the bending 
bump, it may be possible to improve it by making a hole with diameter larger than the plate thickness.
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[Bending Interference 2]
If there is a hole on the bending line to mount a precision part such as a shaft, the bending bump may interfere.

Parts such as shafts interfere with bumps!

[Bending Interference 3]
Even when the bending parts are combined, there may be gaps due to the bending bumps, resulting in rattling. 
Be careful when setting tolerances.

Gaps caused by bumps

1. If T=1.6 or more, remove the bumps after processing. 
2. Provide a relief part when unfolding. 
3. Use a tool with a large tip R.

It is important to consider bending bump measures at the stage of producing a prototype. 
If it takes a lot of man-power to remove it, it will affect the delivery time, and if you change the bending radius, 
it will lead to cost increase due to changes in tool purchase costs and setup, so be sure to take measures 
beforehand.

For More information,
please contact 
CONIC tool sales desk.

[SOLUTION] 


